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HYALURONIC ACID SERUM*
Ingredients approved by the Canadian Cancer Society.

Hyaluronic Acid Serum, the ideal complement
to Clayton Shagal’s Collagen and Elastin.

Unique properties:

Complete hydration with 3 molecules that trap
moisture in all layers of the skin.

Discover new

CLAYTON SHAGAL
moisturizing gem

*See availability in your region.

A first for La Maison CLAYTON SHAGAL :
our partnership with the Canadian Cancer Society.
We are thrilled to announce that La Maison CLAYTON SHAGAL has partnered with the Canadian Cancer Society to
honour its co-founder, Mr. Daniel Renaud, in a tangible way that will benefit all cancer sufferers.
This humanitarian gesture is an expression of the willingness by La Maison CLAYTON SHAGAL administrators to pursue the
company’s development and the worldwide expansion of its commercial brand, while keeping the vision and ambitions
of its co-founder alive. Thirty-six years ago, Mr. Daniel Renaud, along with now president Lyse Denommé, co-founded
this innovative company that has come to be known for the exceptional quality of its skin care products for men and
women. Despite his illness, Mr. Renaud dedicated the final years of his life to his passion, La Maison CLAYTON SHAGAL,
working alongside his team to assure the development, prosperity and stability of the company for years to come. And
that’s why supporting a charitable organization such as the Canadian Cancer Society meshes perfectly with La Maison
CLAYTON SHAGAL 2018-2019 vision and strategic plan.
We are very excited about our new partnership, which will be tied in with the launch of our Hyaluronic Acid
Serum campaign on October 12, 2018. For every bottle of Hyaluronic Acid Serum sold in Canada, $1 will
be donated to the Canadian Cancer Society. The CLAYTON SHAGAL team is proud to support the mission of
putting an end to cancer and improving quality of life for people with the disease. Your role is important in helping us
to achieve our goals. Thank you for everything you do to help us create a better and healthier world.
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Stay tuned! Surprises coming this fall!
New CLAYTON SHAGAL booth

at the 2018 Esthétique Spa International.
We’re looking forward to welcoming visitors to our brand new
Clayton Shagal booth during the 27th edition of the Esthétique Spa
International Conference in Montréal on October 14 and 15, 2018.

Visit us at booth 1406

Come see what’s new! We’ll be waiting for you.

CLAYTON SHAGAL
at the Workshop Esthétique & Spa Nice Acropolis 2018.
Clayton Shagal products will be front and centre at the Nice conference, on October 14 and 15, 2018,
thanks to Pierre Daidone, Clayton Shagal distributor in the Provence, Alpes, Côte d’Azur, Switzerland, and
Rhône-Alpes regions.
Best of success!
Saint-Georges de Beauce, Québec

Spotlight on La Maison CLAYTON SHAGAL.
Cosm’Art MJD Inc., Canadian distributor of the Clayton Shagal brand in several regions of Québec and the
Maritimes, won the call for tenders issued by the Commission scolaire de la Beauce-Etchemin. We are proud to
announce that Clayton Shagal products will be used in 2018 and 2019 for teaching and resale in the Esthetics
department at the Centre de formation professionnelle Pozer in Saint-Georges.
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La Maison Clayton Shagal

